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Discussion Item Resolution Commenting on Purple Line Final Environmental Impact Statement 

Background The City of Takoma Park has been actively involved in the development of the “Inner 
Purple Line” light rail transit alignment, since it was first proposed as part of the 1996-
2002 Maryland Capital Beltway Study. City Council Resolutions 2000-38, 2003-4, 
2003-53, 2004-46, and 2008-86 supported light rail transit along the Inner Purple Line 
route, and urged the State to pursue and dedicate funding. The City continues to 
advocate strongly for the construction of the Purple Line due to its environmental, 
transportation, and economic development benefits for the Takoma Park community 
and larger region. 
 
The Purple Line's Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(AA/DEIS) was released for public review in October, 2008 and on August 4, 2009 
Governor Martin O'Malley announced his selection of the Preferred Alternative for the 
Purple Line. On August 5, 2013, $680 million in state funding was announced for the 
Purple Line, with the remainder to be paid for with a combination of federal grants, 
state and local financial contributions, and private investment. 
 
Resolution 2008-86 commented on the AA/DEIS, with a focus on pedestrian safety and 
greener streetscape improvements on University Boulevard. Subsequent developments 
in the planning process for the Purple Line and adjacent land uses have addressed some 
of these concerns. The Takoma Langley Crossroads Sector Plan, adopted in 2012, 
recommends a Public Improvements Easement along University Boulevard as a tool to 
achieve streetscape enhancements in the corridor outside of the existing right-of-way. 
In 2013, the Maryland Transit Administration and State Highway Administration
announced that University Boulevard could be reduced to two automobile lanes in each 
direction, in response to community concerns over pedestrian safety and circulation, as 
well as right-of-way impacts to private property, and subsequent business 
displacements.  
 
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) includes the purpose and need for 
the project, alternatives considered, identification of the Preferred Alternative, a 
response to comments on the AA/DEIS, transportation and environmental impacts, and 
plans for implementation and construction of the Purple Line. Once finalized, the FEIS 
is the basis for federal environmental approval – a Record of Decision (ROD) under the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – which allows the Purple Line to continue 
toward construction. 
 
A series of public open houses were held in May 2013 to share much of the information 
in the FEIS, including the recent decision to reduce University Boulevard to two lanes 
in each direction when the Purple Line is implemented. The FEIS was transmitted to 
the City of Takoma Park on September 6 for the 30-day review period, ending October 



7. Printed copies of the FEIS are also available for public review in the Takoma Park 
Maryland Library. The review period has been extended to October 21. 

Policy Advocate with county, state, and federal agencies for the provision of increased and 
appropriate mass transit services in and around our city. 
 

- Takoma Park Strategic Plan FY2010 – FY 2015 

Fiscal Impact None – Discussion only 

Attachments     Draft Resolution 

 Resolution 2008-86 Recommending Funding the Purple Line Medium Investment 
Light Rail Transit Alternative 

    University Boulevard Section (Pg. 38 of the Takoma/Langley Crossroads Sector 
Plan) 

 Rendering of Takoma Langley Crossroads Transit Center Purple Line Stop, 
showing University Boulevard with two lanes in each direction (from: 
www.purplelinemd.com)

Recommendation Give direction to staff on draft resolution, intended to provide the City of Takoma 
Park’s position to the Maryland Transit Administration, the Maryland Department of 
Planning, the Planning Boards of Montgomery County and Prince George’s County, 
and the Councils of Montgomery County and Prince George’s County.  

Special 
Consideration 

None  

 



Introduced By: Councilmember Wright

Resolution No. 2008-86

Resolution Recommending Funding the Purple Line Medium Investment
Light Rail Transit Alternative

WHEREAS, the State of Maryland has completed studying the alignment and mode alternatives
for the Purple Line and has written the Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement; and

WHEREAS, the State of Maryland, with input from the community, city and county
governments, and elected officials, will be deciding which mode and alignment
and phasing of three projects the State may request funding for: the Purple Line,
the Corridor City Transitway and/or the Baltimore Red Line; and

WHEREAS, fiscal, environmental, and economic sustainability are goals of the City of Takoma
Park; and 

WHEREAS, a livable community that is vibrant, healthy, and safe with convenient
transportation for all of its residents is also a goal of the City; and

WHEREAS, the Purple Line, as proposed, would have three stops near Takoma Park that will
serve residents, improve access to local businesses and provide an incentive for
transit-oriented development: one at Arliss Street and Piney Branch Road (“Arliss
Street”), one at University Boulevard and Gilbert Street (“Gilbert Street”), and one
at University Boulevard and New Hampshire Avenue (“Takoma/Langley
Crossroads”); and 

WHEREAS, the population living in the vicinity of the proposed Purple Line is more transit
dependent than other areas in Montgomery County; and 

WHEREAS, the Purple Line would directly connect many transit dependent residents in
Montgomery County and Prince George’s County with important regional
employment centers including New Carrollton, the University of Maryland, Silver
Spring and Bethesda; and

WHEREAS, the Purple Line would also connect residents to the Metrorail Red, Green and
Orange Lines; the MARC Brunswick, Camden and Penn Lines; Amtrak; and 
regional and intercity bus lines; allowing convenient access throughout the region;
and
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WHEREAS, there are many bus riders along the proposed Purple Line route whose commute
time will become shorter, increasing their quality of life and expanding their
employment opportunities; and

WHEREAS, the Takoma Park City Council has long supported light rail transit as the mode
most beneficial for Takoma Park residents and business owners; and

WHEREAS, light rail transit may be provided in short train configurations allowing for much
greater ridership capacity than bus rapid transit, which is provided by single car
vehicles; and

WHEREAS, the estimated average travel time between Bethesda and Adelphi will be 31
minutes for the medium investment light rail Purple Line alternative and 40
minutes for the medium investment bus rapid transit Purple Line alternative; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit alternative will share travel lanes to a
much greater extent than the medium investment light rail alternative, and will
therefore be more susceptible to delays due to traffic congestion; and

WHEREAS, residents of the Washington, D.C. region are comfortable with, and heavy users of,
the area’s existing rail transit system, and have a positive image of rail transit; and

WHEREAS, it is in the community’s interest to invest in a light rail transit system, since it
would allow for high ridership capacity and is faster and less subject to disruption
than a bus rapid transit system; and

WHEREAS, installation of light rail infrastructure provides a clear signal to commercial
property owners and investors of a permanent commitment to a transit route and
station, encouraging investment in, and redevelopment of, properties adjacent to a
light rail station, while bus rapid transit routes and stations are more easily moved,
thus adding risk to commercial investment decisions; and

WHEREAS, the proposed light rail Purple Line will spur redevelopment of commercial
properties in Takoma Park’s priority redevelopment areas; and

WHEREAS, the Takoma Park Master Plan, approved and adopted in December 2000, 
recommends “tree-lined sidewalks, landscaped medians, and street trees in wide
panels separating sidewalks from traffic” and “on-road bikeways and ‘shared use
paths’ (8-foot to10-foot wide sidewalks) on both sides” of streets; and

WHEREAS, ample, shaded sidewalks separated from fast moving traffic by street trees would
substantially improve transit rider access to the proposed Purple Line; and
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WHEREAS, bicycle lanes would substantially improve the multi-modal connectivity of Takoma
Park residents and businesses with other centers in our region; and

WHEREAS, the existing right-of-way and State Highway streetscape requirements only allow
for a limited width of sidewalk with no trees or buffer and the plans for the Purple
Line rely on the State Highway requirements; and

WHEREAS, greater right-of-way should be provided for so that there is enough room that
sidewalks may be safe, comfortable, and inviting; and

WHEREAS, the addition of the proposed Purple Line will widen University Boulevard and
Piney Branch Road roadbed by an additional minimum 20 feet of paved surface;
and

WHEREAS, widening University Boulevard will make it more difficult for pedestrians to cross
to the transit station and area businesses, and will take land from adjacent property
owners; and

WHEREAS, careful review of the design of University Boulevard may result in alternative lane
configurations or other creative design solutions that would reduce the amount of
right-of-way needed, especially at the University Boulevard/New Hampshire
Avenue intersection; and 

WHEREAS, the areas around the proposed stops at Arliss Street, Gilbert Street, and
Takoma/Langley Crossroads, are the foci of intensive revitalization efforts; and

WHEREAS, the tens of thousands of residents living near the proposed stops at Arliss Street,
Gilbert Street and Takoma/Langley Crossroads are sorely in need of beautification,
streetscape amenities, and facilities to improve public space and to allow people to
walk to public transit in comfort; and

WHEREAS, these existing and new residents, shoppers, and businesses would greatly benefit
from the beautification option of grass along the transit line tracks (“grass tracks”);
and

WHEREAS, grass tracks will reduce storm water run-off into sensitive waterways, including
Long Branch and Sligo Creek; and

WHEREAS, the land uses along the proposed Purple Line route include many amenities such as
housing, employment, services, and retail and entertainment outlets, and the area
has a substantial capacity for higher density mixed-use development near the
proposed transit stops; and 
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WHEREAS, even with transit improvements, there is a need for more parking in the Takoma/
Langley Crossroads shopping and residential areas; and

WHEREAS, on-street parking is extremely important to the viability of street-facing
commercial enterprises in transit-oriented mixed-use shopping districts; and

WHEREAS, in some of the Purple Line alternatives, parking will be lost in side lanes along
University Boulevard; and

WHEREAS, the proposed Purple Line route along University Boulevard is a key east-west
route linking residential areas with employment centers and transit stations in
Montgomery and Prince George’s County; and 

WHEREAS, University Boulevard is already substantially congested and is destined to become
even more congested over time as the region grows; and 

WHEREAS, the low-investment Purple Line alternatives would not provide exclusive transit
lanes and would have slower service and little incentive for residents to choose
transit over a car; and

WHEREAS, the high-investment Purple Line alternatives would elevate the train or bus,
creating walls that would divide communities on either side of University
Boulevard without providing substantial travel time savings; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit Purple Line alternative would not run in
an exclusive lane, but would share the outside lane of University Boulevard with
local buses, requiring the bus rapid transit vehicle to move into the adjoining
traffic to pass the local buses picking up passengers at local stops; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit alignment’s use of the outside lane would
preclude the use of this lane for future off-peak parking; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail transit Purple Line alternative would operate in
an exclusive lane, so that even when vehicle lanes are congested, the light rail
vehicles would not be delayed, providing a substantial incentive for transit use;
and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail transit alignment is in the center lanes of
University Boulevard, allowing the outside lane to be used for off-peak parking;
and

WHEREAS, all six of the alternatives are projected to meet the cost-effectiveness requirement
of the Federal Transit Administration for funding through the New Starts program;
and
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WHEREAS, the light rail medium investment alternative has the second highest rating of
Annual User Benefit (in hours) of the six alternatives, while having significantly
lower capital costs than the alternative with the highest User Benefit; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail alternative would reduce the region’s Year 2030
daily vehicle trips by 17,253 and daily vehicle miles traveled by 183,603, while
the medium investment bus rapid transit alternative would reduce the daily vehicle
trips by 14,137 and 113,562, respectively; and

WHEREAS, development of the full Purple Line route from Bethesda to New Carrollton will
provide the greatest access for Takoma Park residents to the region’s existing
transportation systems; and

WHEREAS, use of the Georgetown Branch right-of-way between Connecticut Avenue and the
Bethesda Metro greatly reduces the amount of time it would take Takoma Park
residents to reach Bethesda, since the travel time for this segment using the right-
of-way would range from 2.4 to 5.5 minutes, based on the alternative chosen, as
compared to 10.7 minutes if the right-of-way is not used; and

WHEREAS, of the six alternatives presented, the light rail transit medium investment
alternative will provide the most efficient, convenient, safe, and healthy
transportation and will do the best job of improving the fiscal, environmental and
economic health of Takoma Park and our inner beltway region of the State of
Maryland.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Council of the City of Takoma Park 

1. Strongly urges the State to proceed with the submission of the full length of the
Purple Line transit way to the Federal Transit Administration and to work for its
funding and construction in the near term.

2. Strongly urges the Secretary of Transportation to select the medium investment
light rail transit option as the Purple Line alternative to submit to the Federal
Transit Administration.

3. Urges the provision for future installation of sidewalks of a width that maximizes
pedestrian safety and mobility, shaded by trees and buffered from traffic along
University Boulevard; either by taking, by easement or by voluntary acquisition of
right-of-way, as appropriate.

4. At the same time, urges study of alternative lane configurations or other design
solutions to minimize the amount of right-of-way needed to be taken from adjacent
properties along University Boulevard.
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5. Urges the use of grass tracks in areas such as Takoma/Langley Crossroads and
Long Branch and urges the adoption of strict maintenance schedules for these
green areas.

6. Urges the provision of on-street parking during non-peak periods in areas where it
can be accomplished safely within the existing right-of-way, to support retail
activities in adjacent properties.

7. Urges the Secretary of Transportation to work with the State Highway
Administration to develop transit areas that will allow continued access to
commercial properties in current development and future redevelopment via
existing or future streets, intersections, curb cuts, left turn opportunities and traffic
signals, while maintaining safety standards for pedestrians, bicyclists and
automobiles; and urges the continuation of coordination and communication
among the different governmental entities so the strongest possible plan emerges.

8. Expresses appreciation to the State of Maryland and the Maryland Transit
Administration for the thorough and high-quality work that has been done by their
staffs and consultants in planning the Purple Line transit way.

9. Expresses appreciation to the Executives and Councils of Montgomery County and
Prince George’s County for their strong support of the Purple Line transit way.

10. Urges the governments of Montgomery County and Prince George’s County to
support the medium investment light rail alternative of the Purple Line as the
alternative that best serves the residents, institutions and businesses of the two
counties now and in the long term.

Adopted this 17th day of November, 2008.

Attest:

___________________
Jessie Carpenter
City Clerk
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Introduced By: Councilmember Wright

Resolution No. 2008-86

Resolution Recommending Funding the Purple Line Medium Investment
Light Rail Transit Alternative

WHEREAS, the State of Maryland has completed studying the alignment and mode alternatives
for the Purple Line and has written the Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement; and

WHEREAS, the State of Maryland, with input from the community, city and county
governments, and elected officials, will be deciding which mode and alignment
and phasing of three projects the State may request funding for: the Purple Line,
the Corridor City Transitway and/or the Baltimore Red Line; and

WHEREAS, fiscal, environmental, and economic sustainability are goals of the City of Takoma
Park; and 

WHEREAS, a livable community that is vibrant, healthy, and safe with convenient
transportation for all of its residents is also a goal of the City; and

WHEREAS, the Purple Line, as proposed, would have three stops near Takoma Park that will
serve residents, improve access to local businesses and provide an incentive for
transit-oriented development: one at Arliss Street and Piney Branch Road (“Arliss
Street”), one at University Boulevard and Gilbert Street (“Gilbert Street”), and one
at University Boulevard and New Hampshire Avenue (“Takoma/Langley
Crossroads”); and 

WHEREAS, the population living in the vicinity of the proposed Purple Line is more transit
dependent than other areas in Montgomery County; and 

WHEREAS, the Purple Line would directly connect many transit dependent residents in
Montgomery County and Prince George’s County with important regional
employment centers including New Carrollton, the University of Maryland, Silver
Spring and Bethesda; and

WHEREAS, the Purple Line would also connect residents to the Metrorail Red, Green and
Orange Lines; the MARC Brunswick, Camden and Penn Lines; Amtrak; and 
regional and intercity bus lines; allowing convenient access throughout the region;
and
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WHEREAS, there are many bus riders along the proposed Purple Line route whose commute
time will become shorter, increasing their quality of life and expanding their
employment opportunities; and

WHEREAS, the Takoma Park City Council has long supported light rail transit as the mode
most beneficial for Takoma Park residents and business owners; and

WHEREAS, light rail transit may be provided in short train configurations allowing for much
greater ridership capacity than bus rapid transit, which is provided by single car
vehicles; and

WHEREAS, the estimated average travel time between Bethesda and Adelphi will be 31
minutes for the medium investment light rail Purple Line alternative and 40
minutes for the medium investment bus rapid transit Purple Line alternative; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit alternative will share travel lanes to a
much greater extent than the medium investment light rail alternative, and will
therefore be more susceptible to delays due to traffic congestion; and

WHEREAS, residents of the Washington, D.C. region are comfortable with, and heavy users of,
the area’s existing rail transit system, and have a positive image of rail transit; and

WHEREAS, it is in the community’s interest to invest in a light rail transit system, since it
would allow for high ridership capacity and is faster and less subject to disruption
than a bus rapid transit system; and

WHEREAS, installation of light rail infrastructure provides a clear signal to commercial
property owners and investors of a permanent commitment to a transit route and
station, encouraging investment in, and redevelopment of, properties adjacent to a
light rail station, while bus rapid transit routes and stations are more easily moved,
thus adding risk to commercial investment decisions; and

WHEREAS, the proposed light rail Purple Line will spur redevelopment of commercial
properties in Takoma Park’s priority redevelopment areas; and

WHEREAS, the Takoma Park Master Plan, approved and adopted in December 2000, 
recommends “tree-lined sidewalks, landscaped medians, and street trees in wide
panels separating sidewalks from traffic” and “on-road bikeways and ‘shared use
paths’ (8-foot to10-foot wide sidewalks) on both sides” of streets; and

WHEREAS, ample, shaded sidewalks separated from fast moving traffic by street trees would
substantially improve transit rider access to the proposed Purple Line; and
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WHEREAS, bicycle lanes would substantially improve the multi-modal connectivity of Takoma
Park residents and businesses with other centers in our region; and

WHEREAS, the existing right-of-way and State Highway streetscape requirements only allow
for a limited width of sidewalk with no trees or buffer and the plans for the Purple
Line rely on the State Highway requirements; and

WHEREAS, greater right-of-way should be provided for so that there is enough room that
sidewalks may be safe, comfortable, and inviting; and

WHEREAS, the addition of the proposed Purple Line will widen University Boulevard and
Piney Branch Road roadbed by an additional minimum 20 feet of paved surface;
and

WHEREAS, widening University Boulevard will make it more difficult for pedestrians to cross
to the transit station and area businesses, and will take land from adjacent property
owners; and

WHEREAS, careful review of the design of University Boulevard may result in alternative lane
configurations or other creative design solutions that would reduce the amount of
right-of-way needed, especially at the University Boulevard/New Hampshire
Avenue intersection; and 

WHEREAS, the areas around the proposed stops at Arliss Street, Gilbert Street, and
Takoma/Langley Crossroads, are the foci of intensive revitalization efforts; and

WHEREAS, the tens of thousands of residents living near the proposed stops at Arliss Street,
Gilbert Street and Takoma/Langley Crossroads are sorely in need of beautification,
streetscape amenities, and facilities to improve public space and to allow people to
walk to public transit in comfort; and

WHEREAS, these existing and new residents, shoppers, and businesses would greatly benefit
from the beautification option of grass along the transit line tracks (“grass tracks”);
and

WHEREAS, grass tracks will reduce storm water run-off into sensitive waterways, including
Long Branch and Sligo Creek; and

WHEREAS, the land uses along the proposed Purple Line route include many amenities such as
housing, employment, services, and retail and entertainment outlets, and the area
has a substantial capacity for higher density mixed-use development near the
proposed transit stops; and 
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WHEREAS, even with transit improvements, there is a need for more parking in the Takoma/
Langley Crossroads shopping and residential areas; and

WHEREAS, on-street parking is extremely important to the viability of street-facing
commercial enterprises in transit-oriented mixed-use shopping districts; and

WHEREAS, in some of the Purple Line alternatives, parking will be lost in side lanes along
University Boulevard; and

WHEREAS, the proposed Purple Line route along University Boulevard is a key east-west
route linking residential areas with employment centers and transit stations in
Montgomery and Prince George’s County; and 

WHEREAS, University Boulevard is already substantially congested and is destined to become
even more congested over time as the region grows; and 

WHEREAS, the low-investment Purple Line alternatives would not provide exclusive transit
lanes and would have slower service and little incentive for residents to choose
transit over a car; and

WHEREAS, the high-investment Purple Line alternatives would elevate the train or bus,
creating walls that would divide communities on either side of University
Boulevard without providing substantial travel time savings; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit Purple Line alternative would not run in
an exclusive lane, but would share the outside lane of University Boulevard with
local buses, requiring the bus rapid transit vehicle to move into the adjoining
traffic to pass the local buses picking up passengers at local stops; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment bus rapid transit alignment’s use of the outside lane would
preclude the use of this lane for future off-peak parking; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail transit Purple Line alternative would operate in
an exclusive lane, so that even when vehicle lanes are congested, the light rail
vehicles would not be delayed, providing a substantial incentive for transit use;
and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail transit alignment is in the center lanes of
University Boulevard, allowing the outside lane to be used for off-peak parking;
and

WHEREAS, all six of the alternatives are projected to meet the cost-effectiveness requirement
of the Federal Transit Administration for funding through the New Starts program;
and
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WHEREAS, the light rail medium investment alternative has the second highest rating of
Annual User Benefit (in hours) of the six alternatives, while having significantly
lower capital costs than the alternative with the highest User Benefit; and

WHEREAS, the medium investment light rail alternative would reduce the region’s Year 2030
daily vehicle trips by 17,253 and daily vehicle miles traveled by 183,603, while
the medium investment bus rapid transit alternative would reduce the daily vehicle
trips by 14,137 and 113,562, respectively; and

WHEREAS, development of the full Purple Line route from Bethesda to New Carrollton will
provide the greatest access for Takoma Park residents to the region’s existing
transportation systems; and

WHEREAS, use of the Georgetown Branch right-of-way between Connecticut Avenue and the
Bethesda Metro greatly reduces the amount of time it would take Takoma Park
residents to reach Bethesda, since the travel time for this segment using the right-
of-way would range from 2.4 to 5.5 minutes, based on the alternative chosen, as
compared to 10.7 minutes if the right-of-way is not used; and

WHEREAS, of the six alternatives presented, the light rail transit medium investment
alternative will provide the most efficient, convenient, safe, and healthy
transportation and will do the best job of improving the fiscal, environmental and
economic health of Takoma Park and our inner beltway region of the State of
Maryland.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Council of the City of Takoma Park 

1. Strongly urges the State to proceed with the submission of the full length of the
Purple Line transit way to the Federal Transit Administration and to work for its
funding and construction in the near term.

2. Strongly urges the Secretary of Transportation to select the medium investment
light rail transit option as the Purple Line alternative to submit to the Federal
Transit Administration.

3. Urges the provision for future installation of sidewalks of a width that maximizes
pedestrian safety and mobility, shaded by trees and buffered from traffic along
University Boulevard; either by taking, by easement or by voluntary acquisition of
right-of-way, as appropriate.

4. At the same time, urges study of alternative lane configurations or other design
solutions to minimize the amount of right-of-way needed to be taken from adjacent
properties along University Boulevard.
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5. Urges the use of grass tracks in areas such as Takoma/Langley Crossroads and
Long Branch and urges the adoption of strict maintenance schedules for these
green areas.

6. Urges the provision of on-street parking during non-peak periods in areas where it
can be accomplished safely within the existing right-of-way, to support retail
activities in adjacent properties.

7. Urges the Secretary of Transportation to work with the State Highway
Administration to develop transit areas that will allow continued access to
commercial properties in current development and future redevelopment via
existing or future streets, intersections, curb cuts, left turn opportunities and traffic
signals, while maintaining safety standards for pedestrians, bicyclists and
automobiles; and urges the continuation of coordination and communication
among the different governmental entities so the strongest possible plan emerges.

8. Expresses appreciation to the State of Maryland and the Maryland Transit
Administration for the thorough and high-quality work that has been done by their
staffs and consultants in planning the Purple Line transit way.

9. Expresses appreciation to the Executives and Councils of Montgomery County and
Prince George’s County for their strong support of the Purple Line transit way.

10. Urges the governments of Montgomery County and Prince George’s County to
support the medium investment light rail alternative of the Purple Line as the
alternative that best serves the residents, institutions and businesses of the two
counties now and in the long term.

Adopted this 17th day of November, 2008.

Attest:

___________________
Jessie Carpenter
City Clerk
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38 Takoma/Langley Crossroads Sector Plan   ,   Approved and Adopted

University Boulevard is the major thoroughfare for the Sector Plan area and also marks the County line separating Prince George’s and Montgomery Counties. The 
proposed Purple Line light rail transit will operate in the median of University Boulevard. 

Both the Montgomery County and Prince George’s County plans give priority to the Purple Line planning, engineering, and design process and recognize that the 
Purple Line integration within the University Boulevard right-of-way will not have a typical section width due to site-specific transit station and area circulation needs.  

Both plans recommend that the required minimum right-of-way along University Boulevard  be based upon the most recent available  MTA Purple Line concept 
plans, and the latest SHA-prepared typical cross sections (interim and ultimate), as well as any  subsequent refinements to these plans by SHA and MTA.

Existing Conditions
Right-of-way: 120 feet 
Lanes: Three travel lanes with concrete or grass median
Pedestrian Access: Sidewalks adjacent to travel lanes; widely-spaced crosswalks
Streetscape: Concrete sidewalks, some pedestrian lighting, sparse seating

Plan Recommendations
Right-of-way: 120 feet with 15 feet public improvement easement on private property to replace existing parking, curb, and gutter
Lanes: Six travel lanes (three in each direction) and reserved center travel way for the Purple Line
Pedestrian/Bicycle 15-foot dedicated public improvement easement on private property for sidewalk and street trees and dedicated, off-road directional cycle tracks
Access:  with a buffer next to the outside travel lane
Streetscape: Shade tree planting along sidewalks and in medians, with distinctive pedestrian lights, ample seating, and special paving

The Plan also recommends reconstructing University Boulevard to relocate overhead wires to alleys, rear of properties, or below grade and to provide bicycle 
parking.

University Boulevard




